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Jack Walker is a U.S. marshal who prefers dealing with criminals and protecting innocent people

rather than playing political games or pandering to his wealthy family back East. But even a

self-sufficient man needs a mate... or does he?Jack canâ€™t help but wonder when his mail-order

bride turns out to be one formidable woman, indeed: Piper Renwick. People dance to her

tuneâ€”and once Jack meets her, he knows why. Smart, savvy, and beautiful, this betrothed of his is

just as at home bargaining for lodgings and provisions as she is discussing literature or art. With

one long look, Piper decides Jack is no real gentleman, and compared to the suave Charles Dewitt,

her future husband seems rough, almost uncouth. Then she's kidnapped on their caravan trip from

Boston to Detroit and learns first impressions can be deceptive. Only that rugged frontiersman

sheâ€™s so casually dismissed can save her. But will he care enough to try? Maybe she can trust

him with her lifeâ€¦but can she ultimately trust him with her heart?AUTHOR'S NOTE: This is not your

typical mail-order bride story, in a good way! Love and adventure abound in this frontier romance.

Several bonus stories included. Book 2 coming soon!Edited: I've had a few complaints about editing

mistakes in a few of the bonus stories by other authors. I have removed these stories for now, but

there are still several other bonus stories for you to enjoy!
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The Ranger's Wife: A Mail Order Bride story is a historical "Western" MOB romance with a couple

extra bonus novellas thrown in for good measure. The story was a bit different than the typical MOB

story and the forced pairing was, well, really forced, but the story is actually pretty well plotted, but

had to resort to the "kidnap" trope.Jack Walker is a legendary US Marshall who prefers chasing

criminals and keeping clean (if possible), but when his family forced him to take a bride, he didn't

ask. What he didn't count on was they found a girl all the way from England called Piper Renwick,

who's about as sassy as they come. Jack was not a nice guy, and he's too busy leading the convoy

he was supposed to escort from Boston to Detroit. But when the much suaver Charles Dewitt, a

coach owner in the convoy pays a bit too much attention to Piper, Jack is confused at his feelings.

But things got complicated when he found that hidden in the convoy are enough cash and gold to

start a new bank branch, and someone in the convoy is a traitor. When Piper was kidnapped during

a raid on the convoy, only Jack and his fellow Marshall can save her...The twists are much better

than the typical MOB stories, and characters are better too. But really, there are no American girls

for Jack and his parents had to find one from across the ocean? The bonus novellas are actually not

too bad, unlike the OTHER bad MOB collections.

This is a novella length story and quick read. Jack is a U.S.Marshall and Piper is the Mail Order

Bride from England. She is a fiery redhead that is stubborn as well as naÃƒÂ¯ve as to the ways of

the west. I had a problem of location of the story right from the beginning; also, the era gave me fits

as caravans from Boston to Detroit were knew to me. The author describes herself as a newer

writer and I give her credit for a good storyline. I do prefer more depth of character but it is a good

read. This book is a Christian read with many references to the Bible and passages that fit the story.

If that is your preference, then I can recommend the book. Often, a story can get overly preachy and

to some readers, this can feel over done. Thanks for the opportunity to get to know you Ms. Hart

and keep on writing.P.S. I want to add something here that is important to not only writers but to

readers. I want to mention that the other books, especially Rose, that are included in Rancher's

Wife, are very nice. I enjoyed them very much and thank the author for including them.

This is a very sweet story. Even though the cover shows western 1880's, the story doesn't coincide

with that. Besides that, it is a good read.



A man, U.S. Marshall Jack Walker. An English woman, Elizabeth Renwick. a mail order bride

chosen by his wealthy politician father back east. When they meet she considers him uncouth and

he considers her a beautiful snob. She is opinionated, feisty, and infuriating.They start their

relationship in a small wagon train that Jack and another Marshall are escorting. There is a suave

man that Elizabeth thinks is more her type and Jack is surprised to find himself jealous.There is a

robbery and kidnapping on this adventure.The characters win you over with feelings, you

understand what makes them as they are. You just have to like them.I can only urge you to get this

book, you'll be glad you did.

Good clean story, sweet romance. I find it really frustrating to expect one thing and get another. I

see the cover and description and it shows one story. I read the story, which is good and engaging,

but when I finish, I'm only 16% through the book according to my Kindle. I go back to the description

and see that several bonus stories are included.I just feel that instead of a novella, what I got was a

collection (10?) of stories around a mail order bride theme, with some of the bonus stories being

longer than the title story. I'm just disappointed.Maybe change the title to reflect the format of the

book.

Too short for my taste. I bought in to the Marshall right off and was just beginning to care about

Piper. Then it was over. Felt like I had been promised so much more and then I was dismissed. One

of the reasons I read new authors is in the hope of finding new lifelong friends with lots of memories

to share. Not disappointed but evidently I will need to build our memories on my own. Hope you

enjoy being introduced to two wonderful people.

This book has a strong educated woman, Piper, who is from England. She is being forced to marry

by her father. A US marshal and rough man, Jack is also being forced to marry, by his political

family from the East coast. Neither of them are eager to get married, but still head out on a covered

wagon trip across country. Piper starts to fall for a different guy who has better manners, until

something happens and she starts to see clearer.

Marshal Jack Walker doesn't have time to find a wife so his father 'orders' him one from England.

Piper Remiwick expected a refined gentleman but finds instead a rough man who wants to be a

farmer when he retires. They clash almost from the start. Piper is use to having her way and Jack



use to answer to anyone but his partner and the Marshals. Trouble comes to there little wagon train

and makes them really see each other.
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